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St Nicolas Great Bookham Charity number 1127867 

Financial Control Policies 

1 Introduction 

The extent and type of financial controls that are desirable for St Nicolas church are a matter of 
judgement for the Trustees (The Parochial Church Council - PCC).  It is the PCC’s responsibility to see 
that the resources of the church are best used, which includes how much time and effort is given to 
financial controls. This should have regard to the risk of loss or reputation to the church should 
adequate financial controls not be in place. 
 
This document sets out the main financial control policies that should be followed.  The document 
does not cover detailed procedures which should be drawn up in each key area of the church’s 
activities by those responsible for the activities. It does, however, make reference to associated key 
documents where appropriate through use of bold type. 
 
The main areas of control to be covered are: 
 
*The responsibilities of the PCC 
*The role of the Treasurer 
*Budgetary control 
*Controls over income 
*Controls over expenditure 
*Controls over ‘restricted funds’ 
*Controls relating to Trustees (PCC) 
*Other relevant controls 
 
2 The responsibilities of the PCC 
 
The PCC is a statutory body registered as charity number 1127867. The status of the individual 
members of the PCC is that of charitable trustee, and personal liability can be incurred in the event 
of gross negligence in undertaking their duties. 
 
The essential principles that should be remembered by members of the PCC in order to mitigate this 
potential liability when carrying out their role as trustees are as follows: 
 
*A duty of compliance   -with charity and church law 
 
*A duty of prudence   -ensuring that the church is solvent, is using its funds 
      wisely and not exposing the church to undue risk 
 
*A duty of care    -using care, skill and experience in undertaking church 
      activities (which includes seeking appropriate advice 
      from experts where necessary)    
 
These principles are expanded in the one page document ‘PCC Financial Liability’ which is provided 
to all PCC members each year and signed by them to confirm they have read and understood the 
contents. 
 
 
 



3 The role of the Treasurer 
 
The PCC look to the Treasurer to advise, guide and reassure them on all aspects of the church’s 
financial management and reporting (both internal and external), financial control systems, cash 
management, risk management and investments. 
 
The role of the Treasurer is to monitor the financial administration of the church and report to the 
PCC on its state of health, in line with the church’s governing documents and legal requirements. 
 
4 Budgetary Control 
 
A budget is a financial plan indicating the financial consequences of what the church wants to do to 
pursue its mission and ministry in the year ahead. The budget should indicate the state of the 
church’s finances at the end of the period in terms of funds available and ability to withstand 
financial surprises.  
 
The use of a budget as an important financial control tool has the following benefits: 
 
*It enables the PCC to determine priorities for the use of the church’s financial resources 
*It helps give early warning of potential financial problems 
*It enables the PCC and the Treasurer to monitor actual outcomes against expectations and to 
  implement any necessary action when unexpected or undesirable outcomes occur 
 
A full and detailed budget should be prepared for the General  Fund. Further budgets (often in the 
nature of capital budgets) should be prepared for other funds if material. 
 
The budget should include best estimates of income and expenditure relating to the essential 
objectives set by the PCC. 
 
Those responsible for incurring expenditure should endeavour to manage such expenditure so that it 
remains within the allocated budget and should only exceed the approved budget with prior 
approval. 
 
The Treasurer should present a draft budget for the following year to be considered by the PCC at its 
November meeting. The final budget should be presented for approval by the PCC at its January 
meeting. 
 
The Treasurer should monitor actual outcomes against expectations and identify material variances 
between actual income and expenditure and budget on a quarterly basis. The Treasurer should 
provide a comprehensive interim financial report at the half year. Where material variances occur 
which may materially affect the full year outcome, the Treasurer should additionally provide a 
forecast of the full year result to allow the PCC to consider relevant action at the earliest 
opportunity. 
 
The PCC (via the Treasurer) may delegate responsibility for the preparation of budget sections 
(either income or expenditure) to additional individuals or committees. It is then the responsibility of 
the delegated individual or committee to seek agreement from the PCC for expenditure which 
cannot be met from the delegated budget. 
 
The St Nicolas budget approach is set out in a note entitled ‘Budget Principles’. 
 



5 Controls over income 
 
It is important that income due to St Nicolas is received, banked promptly, recorded and that if a 
donor has expressed a specific purpose for which it should be used this is clearly identified in the 
accounting records. There should be adequate controls over receipt and banking of cash and 
cheques. The accounting records should include details of the source of the income (eg the person 
from whom it was received), the nature of the income (eg a general gift or a gift for specific 
purposes), and proper supporting documentation should be maintained. In applying this policy it 
should be recognised that confidentiality needs to be maintained over regular giving by parishioners. 
This should be achieved by the Gift Aid secretary being solely responsible for maintaining detailed 
records of such giving. 
 
5.1 Collections 
 
The church should have a system of counting collections or offerings at Sunday or other services 
(including weddings, funerals and baptisms). The following principles should operate at each 
location where there are regular offerings. This should involve the following: 
 
*Counting by two responsible individuals carrying out the task together immediately after the               
  services 
*Recording the amounts of individual giving on any Regular Giving envelopes or any Gift  Aid  
  envelopes included in the collection  
*Recording the amounts given on the day on a Collection Record which should be signed by both  
  counters 
*A rota should be organised for the counting and recording so that different individuals are involved  
  each week 
 
The principles behind the security and control over cash collections are set out in a note entitled 
‘Security and Cash Control Policies’. 
 
There are standard ‘Collection Record’ forms to be used for counting the collections at the various 
services. 
 
There is a laminated Collection record example kept in the vestry to assist the counters.  
 
A separate policy note applies to funeral collections ‘Collections at Funeral Services’ and a slightly 
different form ‘Collection Record (Funerals)’.  
 
A laminated copy of this policy and an example of the Collection Record (Funerals) is kept in the 
vestry to assist the funeral sidesmen. 
 
5.2 Banking of Collections 
 
Once counted and recorded all monies collected at services should be banked in their entirety and 
not used to pay expenses. The banking should be done promptly, the first working day after the 
collection. 
 
Initially all collection monies are kept in the Pillar Safe until collected by the Assistant Treasurer for 
preparation for banking. 
 



The collection amounts from all services are transferred from the Collection Records to a Banking 
Record together with other sundry donations and ‘Trading’ income put in the Pillar Safe. The banking 
record total is checked against the paying in slip amount prior to banking by the Assistant Treasurer. 
 
There is a standard ‘Banking Record’ form used for this process. 
 
5.3 Income through the post and at the Parish Office 
 
The church currently receives regular postal and other income (particularly cheques). Cash is also 
deposited at the Parish Office. The administration process should involve the following: 
 
*A receipt should be given to any individual bringing cheques into the Parish Office 
*Details of the purpose of the cheque should be recorded 
*The cheques should be passed to the Treasurer as soon as possible with supporting documentation 
  (this may be an invoice previously raised for certain income types) 
 
Where possible external or independent evidence (eg Funeral records) should be utilised to ensure 
all expected income is received.  This particularly applies to wedding and funeral fees and magazine 
advertising but can also be applied to other sources of income. 
 
5.4 Income received directly into bank accounts 
 
The accounting records should include details of the following: 
 
*The source of the income 
*The nature of the income 
 
Supporting documentation should be obtained and retained. The Treasurer should inform the Parish 
Office of such income and the Administrator should provide invoices as appropriate to the Treasurer. 
 
5.5 Gift Aid tax recoveries 
 
There is comprehensive guidance on the HM Revenue and Customs web site and on that of the 
Charity Commission for those operating the Gift Aid scheme. 
 
It is important to ensure that the accounting records of Gift Aid collections or donations are accurate 
and agree with the amount collected from HMRC, and that clear evidence exists for all claims. 
 
In addition time should be invested in explaining the scheme to the congregation (preferably to all 
those on the Electoral Roll) so that this valuable source of income is not lost. The members of the 
congregation are responsible for ensuring that that their Gift Aid declarations are valid and they 
have paid more tax than that recovered by the church on their donation. In the event that HMRC 
discover that an individual has paid insufficient tax to cover the Gift Aid tax claimed by the church, 
the liability falls on the individual, not on the church, to pay the difference. 
 
5.6 Legacies 
 
Where legacies are received it is necessary to obtain details of the intention of the deceased as to 
whether the legacy is restricted in any way (eg for maintenance of the fabric of the church). 
Normally such information should be sought from the solicitors acting for the executors of the 
estate. There is a policy note ‘Legacy Policy’ available to assist in dealing with legacies.  



St Nicolas has a policy of transferring all unrestricted legacies to a Legacy fund pending decisions as 
to what specific item or project should utilise the funds received. 
 
6 Controls over expenditure 
 
6.1 General 
 
Expenditure incurred by St Nicolas should be valid, authorised, accurately recorded and incurred 
only for purposes within the objects of the church. Restricted funds should only be spent on the 
purpose for which they were given. 
 
There is a guidance note ‘Financial Code’ which represents an outline of the church’s financial 
controls with particular emphasis on expense authorisation. 
 
Those individuals incurring expenditure on behalf of the church should consider: 
  
*Is the expenditure necessary to achieve the church objects (purpose)? 
*Has the expenditure been budgeted? 
*If the expenditure is optional or discretionary has it been agreed in principle by the PCC? 
*Is the expenditure reasonable in respect of the church and of the supplier? 
*Is the cost less than £1,000? 
 
Only if all these conditions are met should expenditure be incurred. 
 
A guidance note is available entitled ‘Control over the approval and payment of invoices and 
expense claims’ which expands on this policy. 
 
No individual or Committee should incur expenditure on any item or service exceeding £1,000 
without prior approval of the PCC. For expenditure on items in excess of £1,000, whether budgeted 
or not, a full specification of requirements should be provided to potential suppliers. This ensures 
any necessary quotations are provided on a consistent basis. A proposal should be provided to the 
PCC including a recommendation as to which quotation it is proposed to accept. 
 
Normally one quotation should be obtained for purchases or project expenditure between £1,000 
and £3,000. Two quotations should be obtained for expenditure between £3,000 and £5,000. Three 
quotations should be obtained for expenditure above £5,000. 
 
The Fabric Committee should maintain a list of preferred suppliers/contractors for work specified on 
the church and its ancillary buildings. These will be suppliers/contractors who have been used 
previously and have completed work to a high standard and at a reasonable price. Where only one 
quote is obtained the supplier/contractor should be selected from the preferred list. 
 
In addition enquiries should be made of the experiences of other churches or the Diocese to ensure 
that the expenditure is likely to represent value for money. 
 
If doubt exists as to whether the expenditure satisfies the above guidelines, the matter should be 
referred to the Treasurer for approval prior to any commitments being made. 
 
There is a guideline available entitled ‘Control over the approval of large items of expenditure’ 
which expands on this policy. 
 



For smaller amounts of unbudgeted expenditure (up to £400) the Treasurer should have the 
authority to approve the expenditure without recourse to the PCC. 
 
The Standing Committee may authorise unbudgeted expenditure between £400 and £1,000 
provided that it is reported to the PCC at the first appropriate opportunity. 
 
6.2 Personal Expense Claims 
 
Claims for reimbursement of personal expenses should be submitted on an expense claim form, 
signed by the claimant, and supported by necessary vouchers in all cases. Claims should be signed  
by a Church Warden  to signify approval. Any significant claims not supported by adequate 
supporting vouchers should not be accepted without the approval of the Rector. 
 
A standard ‘Expense Claim Form’ is available for this purpose. 
 
6.3 Payments 
 
Payments should be made by BACS transfers or cheque where possible. Large cash payments should 
be avoided. The Treasurer should be authorised to use his discretion in making routine and regular 
payments (eg utility bills) without further approval being required. 
 
Other expenditure should require authorisation (by endorsement on the invoice) by the individual 
who has incurred the expenditure before payment shall be initiated. The endorsement signifies that 
the goods have been received in accordance with the order, are fit for purpose, are priced correctly 
and in accordance with the relevant quotation and have met the criteria set out in Section 5.1 
above. This applies also to services provided or work undertaken. In the absence of appropriate 
endorsed supporting documentation the request for payment may be referred by the Treasurer to a 
Church Warden for approval prior to payment. 
 
6.4 Cheque signatories and Online Payment Authorisation 
 
Authorised signatories are as set out in the mandates for the operation of the various bank accounts 
used by the church. In general the signatories should include the Treasurer, the Church Wardens and 
the Deputy Church Wardens. Copies of the mandates should be retained by the Treasurer. 
 
Cheques require two signatures unless for less than £400, in which case the Treasurer can sign 
singly. However the Treasurer should not sign a cheque singly to cover his own personal expense 
claims or for other expenditure initiated by him alone. 
 
Online BACS payments require an initiator (normally the Treasurer) and an approver irrespective of 
amount. 
 
6.5 Cash 
 
Where payment by cash is essential (eg by reason of a legitimate discount) any amounts paid should 
be supported by a third party invoice. Written confirmation should also be obtained from the 
recipient confirming receipt of the cash payment. 
 
 
 
 



6.6 Petty cash 
 
A petty cash account should be maintained for small receipts and payments. The balance of cash 
held should not normally exceed £200 otherwise any surplus should be passed to the Treasurer for 
banking. 
 
Receipts of cash should be recorded with the purpose, amount and date received. A receipt should 
be given to the provider. Payments in cash should only be made on receipt of valid documentation 
and for small amounts only. Written confirmation should also be obtained from the recipient 
confirming receipt of the cash payment. The petty cash account should not be used to reimburse 
Personal Expense Claims which should be provided to the Treasurer to settle by cheque or 
preferably by BACS transfer. 
 
Petty cash should be counted and reconciled at least quarterly. 
 
6.7 Social and Fundraising events 
 
Accounting for receipts and payments for such events should be on a ‘gross’ basis (ie no netting off 
between income and expenditure). Records should be maintained of cheque and cash receipts 
before passing on a timely basis to the Treasurer for banking. Payments out of cash collected should 
only be made for small amounts, for example to helpers or waitresses. Recipients of any cash paid 
out of receipts should sign as having received it. More significant expenses requiring reimbursement 
should not be taken from available cash but should always be submitted using a standard personal 
expense claim form to enable the Treasurer to make payment. (See Section 5.2 above). 
 
A schedule showing all income collected and expenses paid out should be maintained and provided 
to the Treasurer for verification and accounting purposes at the conclusion of the event. 
 
6.8 Honoraria and gifts to individuals 
 
It is a principle of UK charity and trust law that payments should only be made if they: 
 
*Meet the stipulation (if any) of the donor who gave the money from which payment is made 
*Meet the requirement (if any) of the church’s governing document 
*are charitable according to UK law 
 
Personal gifts and honoraria will only meet these criteria if they are: 
 
*An appropriate reward for services to the church 
*Are a gift in furtherance of the objects (purpose) of the church 
 
Payments for services to individuals who are not on the church’s payroll should be carefully 
considered to ensure that the church does not become liable for PAYE or National Insurance. 
As appropriate external advice should be obtained in order to prevent any potential liability. 
 
 
7 Control over ‘Restricted’ funds 
 
If gifts or donations are received for specific purposes they are known as restricted funds. The 
church is required as a matter of Trust law to use them for that purpose only and no other. 
 



Therefore income that is restricted should be separately recorded and accounted for, as should any 
expenditure made that fulfils the specific purpose. 
The basis upon which fabric expenditure may be charged to the Restricted Fabric Fund or to the 
Designated Fabric or the other funds is set out in a note entitled ‘Fabric Expenditure – Scope and 
Definition’. 
 
8 Controls relating to Trustees (PCC) 
 
8.1 Remuneration or benefits 
 
Trustees (PCC members) should be aware that under UK charity law remuneration  and benefits paid 
to trustees are only permitted in very narrow circumstances. In most cases specific authority from 
the Charity Commission is required. 
 
The principle does not forbid the reimbursement of reasonable out of pocket expenses or expenses 
incurred as a necessary part of fulfilling the trustee functions of the church. 
 
All PCC members are advised to read the Charity Commission guide CC11 ‘Payment of Charity 
Trustees’ to help ensure that these principles are not breached. 
 
8.2 Risk Assessment 
 
The Charity Commission recommends that the PCC arrange for a structured review of risks covering 
all aspects of the church’s activities. This is mandatory for churches with income above £250,000 but 
is recommended as best practice for those below the threshold. 
 
Such review should have regard to the possible impact or likelihood of a particular event giving rise 
to an exposure. 
 
The risks covered should include operational risks, reputational risks, financial risks, legal risks, 
property risks and health & safety risks. 
 
Whether an exposure is deemed to be high impact and high likelihood or low impact and low 
likelihood would influence the effort and cost incurred in mitigating the risk by way of controls or 
other measures (eg insurance). 
 
9 Other Controls 
 
9.1 Bank accounts 
 
Each bank account should have its receipts and payments  recorded in the accounting records and 
the accounting records should be reconciled to the bank statements on a monthly basis. All bank 
accounts should operate in accordance with relevant mandates. 
 
9.2 Equipment 
 
A record of the equipment, furniture and fittings owned by the church should be maintained. This 
record is encompassed within the Church Property Register (maintained by the Church Wardens). 
This register includes the Terrier (land records) and the Inventory (above mentioned items). Such  
register should be used as a check to ensure there is adequate insurance in place and to make sure 



assets can be located and kept in good order. The current accounting policy of the church is to fully 
write off the cost of all such purchases when incurred.  
 
9.3 Investments 
 
Currently the church does not have investments other than bank deposit accounts. There should be 
a full record of all deposits maintained and the relevant mandates relating to them should be 
retained by the Treasurer. 
 
The investment policy relating to deposits and other accounts should be periodically reviewed. 
Where appropriate external advisers should be used to confirm the appropriateness of the church’s 
investment policy.  
 
The ‘Investment Policy’ is documented fully in a separate note. 
 
9.4 Reserves 
 
The PCC should formulate and disclose its policy on reserves.  Reserves are defined as that part of 
the PCC’s income funds that is freely available to cover unforeseen events or expenditures. 
 
The PCC’s reserves policy is explained and set out in a note entitled ‘Reserves Policy’. 
 
 
Treasurer 
September 2015 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


